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Mary Powley (1811-82), ‘Eden’s Story’

No dream that in the air remaineth,

    That Danish voice the shepherd hears;

Where mead, and grove, and rock retaineth

    Names each hath borne, a thousand years.

The burden of the Eden’s song

    Brings echoes of the Northern seas;

And oft, quaint rustic speech may throng

    The thought with hints and memories,



Of storms and bloodshed; – strife the sorest –

    When Northmen came in conquering mood;

Crashing like whirlwind through the forest,

    As down their earliest paths they trod.

And how, – their way, resistless, wrestling, –

    Like Autumn’s flood the vales they filled;

How, ’neath the fells, familiar, nestling,

    Their homes they made, their fields they tilled.
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Mary Powley, ‘On An Ancient Grave’

When the names of our hamlets and hills meet my ear,

   Or our rude Northern tongue, unenfeebled by time;

When the voice of our fathers’ stern Fiend’s-fell I hear,

   Like a Skald’s who is chanting a requiem sublime;

Then this spot conjures up some wild tale of the           
North, –

   For a spell lures me back, as to kindred remains;

And in fancy I see o’er the hill-tops break forth,

   A cloud of the restless, all-conquering Danes. 

         



The name of one hamlet bears record alone

   Of lost triumphs, which Fancy would image – in vain;

His deeds are forgotten, his grave is unknown,

   But tradition still points where dwelt Melmor the Dane.
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‘an honour to descend from the bold natives 
of the north …’

‘Foreigners, and particularly the German historians, usually 
assert, for instance, that the Danish and Norwegian Vikings 
brought nothing but misfortune upon the British Isles; whilst, 
on the contrary, everything great and good in England is 
mainly attributable to the Saxons, or Germans […] What if we 
found that, by means of monuments, the popular character, 
public institutions, and other traits, a constant and beneficial 
influence could be traced from the expeditions of the Vikings 
or Northmen, so that the natives of the lands which they 
subdued accounted it an honour to descend from the bold 
natives of the North?’

J.J.A. Worsaae, An Account of the Danes and Norwegians in 
England, Scotland, and Ireland (London, 1852)



Worsaae’s table of place-names



Worsaae on dialect

‘The pure English language itself 
includes, both with regard to its 
vocabulary and inflexions, many 
Scandinavian elements, the result of the 
Danish immigration. But, in the north 
of England, many words and phrases 
are preserved in the popular language, 
which are neither found nor understood 
in other parts, although they sound 
quite familiar to every Northman.’



J.J.A. Worsaae, ‘A Hundred 
Danish Words, selected from 
the Vulgar Tongue, or 
Common Language, North of 
Watlinga Stræt’



Robert Ferguson and Thomas Ellwood



J.C. Atkinson and G.S. Streatfeild



J.C. Atkinson on local language
‘Every language and dialect of a language, when duly interrogated, 
must always […] be able to give in reply much of its own history in 
connection with its origin, connection, and changes; and it is 
impossible for anyone fairly familiar with the dialect spoken in 
Cleveland, and only moderately acquainted with the Scandinavian 
languages and dialects, or even with any one of them, not to be 
struck with the curious family likeness obtruded on his notice 
between no scanty portion of the                                                          
Cleveland words and those in current use                                          
among the Danes, Norwegians and                                                      
Swedes of our own day.’

J.C. Atkinson, A Glossary of the                                             
Cleveland Dialect (1868)



Atkinson on Thingwala

‘This name alone is so marked that it is difficult to 
conceive it should never have attracted attention from any 
local historian or antiquarian before […] It was, as surely 
as in these other cases [of Thingwall places in the British 
Isles reviewed by Worsaae], the hovedthing or principal 
political and judicial meeting-place for the district; and it 
speaks very intelligibly of the extent to which the district 
was not only under the influence of, but inhabited by, men 
of Northern or Danish origin, that such a place of meeting 
should have existed in Cleveland.’

J.C. Atkinson, Glossary of the Cleveland Dialect, pp. 
xii-xiii n.





‘as with a person who is colour-blind’

‘It was with them as with a person who is colour-blind. They 
were not in a position to see what there was to be seen from, so to 
say, the imperfect development of a faculty […] The Danish 
invasions, maraudings, desolatings, certainly, were facts to them. 
But the subsequent Danish occupancy, colonization, supremacy; 
the Danish sponsorship for nearly five-sixths of the existing 
place-names of the district, and for almost as much of the 
language of the country-folk as it was spoken in their day – in 
short, the fact of the Danelagh and the meaning of the Danelagh 
[…] – all these matters were not realised as facts by them.’

J.C. Atkinson, A Handbook for Ancient Whitby and its Abbey 
(1882)





Streatfeild on the place-name Vangarth
‘Hvön, gen. hvannar, is a plant known to botanists as Angelica 
archangelica, which grows abundantly in Northern Europe and 
was formerly held in much esteem for flavouring ale. For this 
purpose the plant was cultivated, and an angelica garden was 
called hvanngarðr. This particular species of angelica […] has 
no claim to be considered a native of Britain. We may, therefore, 
perhaps, be allowed to picture these beer-loving colonists 
sending to the mother country for the seeds of a much esteemed 
herb […] and if our modern Vangarth represents the hvanngarðr 
of ancient Scandinavia, it would be a convincing proof that our 
Danish forefathers had no idea of allowing their beer to lose in 
flavour, because they had crossed the Northern sea.’

G.S. Streatfeild, Lincolnshire and the Danes (1884), pp. 
150-51





The amateur vs the professional
‘From English works upon this subject I have 
derived but little assistance. The works which 
deal directly with the Scand. origin of dialect 
words are none of them by professed scholars 
[…] The value of such works as those of 
Atkinson, Streatfeild and Ellwood appears to be 
much impaired by the undue influence of the 
glamour of the Viking Age upon the minds of the 
authors, which has led them to refer to Scand. 
originals many genuine English words. I have 
attempted to clear my mind of any such bias 
[…]’

Arnold Wall, ‘A Contribution towards the 
Study of the Scandinavian Element in the 
English Dialects’, Anglia 20 (1898), 45-135



Joseph Wright (ed.), English Dialect 
Dictionary (6 vols, 1898-1905)
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